Team Effort
by Harth, Winter MW

The object of this puzzle is to identify a well-known quotation, the last names of its originators, and the title of the work in which it appeared. One of the originators appears in 10C and, in a way, at 15A. 17 clues each have one extraneous word. The initial letters of these words, in order, spell out the name of the other originator, and the title of the work. 18 clues are normal. Answers to nine of these must be altered before entry into the diagram, as suggested by the quotation. Enumerations are withheld. Five clue answers are capitalized.

Across
1. Monk without rabbi’s bug
6. Rock concert in school is start of tragedy
11. We reply shortly after a vicious crime
12. Least experienced, yet so composed about gun violence
13. Antiseptic mixture is spread in the ear
15. See instructions
16. Leaving port literally in con game
17. Outstanding eating in a place near the country (two words)
18. Ramble with surprisingly small giant
20. Capital O, R
22. Artist hollows, scoops, without resistance
24. One tablespoon and a bit of sandwich around a tree disturbed ones who should enjoy picnics
26. Dress carried west, then east
28. Act soppy, oddly, on request
29. Howl note, in unison at first, accompanied by instrument
30. Terrible rifts with unfair Lord, in the West (two words)
31. One thousand one ate, swallowed solvent
32. Worker error in Northern city

Down
1. Rivers clear about “yes and no”
2. Fashion Friend, opera with musical quality
3. Never hold electronic giant
4. Builds secret organizations illegally
5. Tortoise nearly cooked for Italian main course
7. Not having rhythm, jazz fan owns hangout
8. Religion is escape
9. Charlatans add piece of watermelon in rindless jam
10. Stands after end of longest naps
14. Antipope disturbed by Ethiopia, originally one of the chosen nations
17. First of travelers row back in boat creation
18. Invisibility preceding T-Bird, in silence
19. In Dover, England, “Armageddon” is a kind of pitch
21. Totally new smell in jar is not yet with us
22. Powerless cop, still without intelligence, tails a flirt
23. Field of inside monitor
25. Fabric brought around to listener
27. Wings in the style of eldest eagles

Quotation:

Originators:

Work: